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Dear Friends,

Welcome back to Kells and the Boyne Valley to our 
Samhain Festival celebrating Irish Food and Culture, past, 
present and future. 

We are delighted to return to an ‘in person’ event again 
this year following the pandemic - stricken on line festival 
of 2020. It is not a full return to normality but a step in the 
right direction.

There are many important conversations to take place 
and we hope that you will be part of them. By breaking 
bread together we can recover from the surreality of the 
last eighteen months and look at the opportunities of 
the future. 

Please join us in celebrating the power of our shared 
table in applauding our artists, authors, producers and 
educators through conversation, experiences and thought 
this year at Samhain.

Bígí Linn

Olivia Duff & the Samhain Committee

1. Old Courthouse
2. Market Cross
3. St John’s Cemetery
4. Town Hall
5. Parnell Gardens
6. Oliver Usher’s
 Auction Rooms
7. Monastic Site
8. St Colmcille’s
 House
9. Churchyard Wall
10. Bective Square
11. Presbyterian Church
12. Eureka House



SPONSORS

COVID POLICY
The festival will be run strictly in accordance with all current 
public health and safety guidelines and we ask for your 
cooperation in this matter. 

To ensure social distancing, venue capacity will be reduced 
this year, so we ask that you book tickets in advance to avoid 
disappointment. Contact details for the primary ticket holder 
will be recorded to facilitate contact tracing.

All indoor events will only take place where people attending 
are fully vaccinated or recovered from COVID-19 (not including 
accompanied children). All (non children’s) events must be fully 
seated. All festival venues will implement a ‘no face covering no 
entry’ policy. Face-covering wearing will be required at all times 
while in the venues. Exemptions for face coverings shall be for 
the following groups:   
•   Under thirteen years 
•   Individuals with medical conditions, physical or mental 
      illness or disabilities 
•   Performers while onstage

Proof of immunity will be necessary to gain entry to all indoor 
events and will be checked on arrival along with corresponding 
identification. Please allow time for these checks to take place 
in line with current public health and safety guidelines. Thank 
you for your cooperation in this matter.

In line with Government guidance, we ask you not attend if you:  
•   Have symptoms of COVID-19
•   Are self-isolating or restricting your movements
•   Are awaiting results of a COVID-19 test
• Have recently returned from abroad taking into account 
   current Government travel guidelines.

Samhain reserve the right to alter our Covid Policy.
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SAMHAIN SYMPOSIUM (1)
‘THE LANDSCAPE OF FOOD EDUCATION -
A CONVERSATION’
Eureka House
Free but ticketed 
An afternoon of conversation, inspiration and deliberation 
around the subject of food education and a path for its  future 
in Ireland. Guest Speakers will include; Paolo Ferrerani  of the 
University of Gastronomic Science, Pollenzo, Italy,
Asier Alea- Director of Global Development at Basque 
Culinary Center, San Sebastian, Spain,  Devenish Nutrition  
present their strategy ‘From Soil to Society’ with Dr. John 
Gilliland and Jane Skackleton. Followed by an Expert Panel 
to discuss ‘Food Education  - a pathway for Ireland’ - Chaired 
by Kevin Sheridan with Darina Allen (Ballymaloe Cookery 
School & Author), Jacinta Dalton (GMIT), Anne Marie Lacey 
& Chef Pauric White (Cavan Institute of Technology & Chef 
Apprenticeship Programme) and Michelle Darmody.

GIFTS FOR THE GAB (2)
WITH AOIFE CARRIGY
Kelltic Bar, Headfort Arms Hotel
Free but ticketed
Join food and drinks writer Aoife Carrigy at the Kelltic Bar 
for a lively and delicious Samhain opening night celebration 
of some of the glorious ways that our homegrown Irish 
writers have captured those other gifts for the gab – all 
things food and drink, from thick giblet soup and nutty 
gizzards (beloved of Bloom) to pints of plain (yer only man) 
– before embarking on a self-guided Kells Food Fringe tour 
to some of the finest venues around the town, where there 
will be recitals and tasters aplenty to tickle your ears and 
tastebuds alike. Fringe events can be booked directly from 
participating venues. Includes the launch of Kells Gin.

THE GREAT IRISH FARM BOOK (Y1 / Y2)
ON THE FARM WITH DARRAGH 
MCCULLOUGH ON CAUSEY FARM
Causey Farm
Tickets €5
Author of the award winning ‘Great Book of Irish Farming’, 
and well-known TV personality, Darragh Mc Cullough 
will be hosting a Q&A on all things agricultural. The 
Meath farmer combines his passion for farming with his 
extensive media experience explaining how farming works 
through selected readings from his book and answering 
the cart-load of questions that inevitably follow! How 
many Farm animals are in Ireland? Can a sheep really see 
backwards? How can farmers protect the environment?

14.00

18.30

10.00
&

11.30

FRIDAY 05/11/21

SATURDAY 06/11/21
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SHERIDANS SAMHAIN MARKET (X1)
Sheridan’s Cheesemongers
Free - All Welcome
Sheridans Cheesemongers host a Samhain market at 
their headquarters with seasonal local produce and 
great Coffee. A Farmer’s Market full of local producers 
including grocers, bakers, fishmongers, butchers & of course 
the Sheridan’s Cheesemongers fabulous shop & cafe.

TARA WALKER SAMHAIN COOKERY 
DEMONSTRATION (3)
FOOD AND LANDSCAPE
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €10
Tara Walker is a much loved & well known chef with a 
monthly cookery slot on LMFM and regular appearances 
on Virgin Media One’s Ireland AM. Tara has also had several 
appearances on Nationwide as well as on Newstalk FM & is 
author of Good Food No Stress.
Having grown up in the Boyne Valley region, Tara is familiar 
with the food heritage of the area, with it’s fertile soils 
and long traditions of farming that have flourished into 
a thriving hub of food and drink producers. Having run 
the East Coast Cookery School for the past 12 years at 
Termonfeckin, close to Clogher Head fishing port, seafood 
is a passion for her along with all the many great local food 
products. Tara’s cookery demonstration will feature a menu 
that has been specially created to showcase the best of the 
local season’s harvest. Featuring ancient grains, heritage 
potatoes, locally harvested sea salt, locally distilled spirits 
and fish from our bountiful waters, join Tara for a Flavour of 
the Boyne Valley.

IRISH FOOD FROM A-Z (Y3)
DR VANESSA WOODS PHD
Eureka House
Tickets €5, suitable for children
Join Vanessa for a fun interactive event where she will read 
from her new book which tells  the story of sustainable 
farming, food, culture and health. A copy of her book is now 
in every primary school on the island of Ireland as part of 
curriculum-linked education.

10.00

13.00

13.00
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TURKEY WALK & TALK AT HOGANS FARM (Y4)
Hogans Farm
Free but ticketed
Bring your wellies and experience the story of Christmas 
with a lovely outdoor family event at the multi award 
winning Hogans Farm. This family farm has been producing 
Turkeys for almost 60 years & they are excited to offer this 
opportunity to visit their Charlesfort Woodland outdoor 
reared free range bronze turkeys in their environment of 
three acres of pasture to roam. This will be followed by a visit 
to the Farm Shop and Café at Hogans Farm.

MILK - WITH SALLY & JOHN MCKENNA (4)
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €10
John and Sally McKenna, authors of “Milk” the “Ireland 
The Best” food and travel series and founder of McKen-
na’s Guides. MILK celebrates Ireland’s culinary treasure 
featuring a myriad of recipes using dairy products created 
by the authors, widely regarded as Ireland’s leading food 
writers and a cast of Ireland’s leading young chefs. The 
history, science and culture of milk is explored and MILK 
is also the story of the family farms that power a dairy 
industry of global strength.  John and Sally will be joined 
by Master Cheesemonger Kevin Sheridan as they unlock 
some of the secrets of milk, demonstrating how to make 
yogurt, labneh, herby cheese in oil, crème fraiche, and 
home-made butter. 

KELLS WALKABOUT TOUR (5)
Meet outside the Courthouse
Voluntary Donation
Enjoy a guided walk about the beautiful heritage town 
of Kells, hosted by passionate and knowledgeable local 
volunteers.

GILDED GRAVEL IN THE BOWL (6)
IRISH CUISINE & CULINARY HERITAGE IN 
THE POETRY OF SEAMUS HEANEY
BOOKMARKet Café
Tickets €5
Seamus Heaney’s poetry is rich in detail about agricultural 
and food practices in his native Northern Ireland from the 
1950s onwards, such as cattle-trading, butter-churning, 
eel-fishing, blackberry-picking or home-baking. Heaney’s 
poetic renderings of agricultural and culinary scenes are 
detailed and multi-layered, fuelled by his deep familiarity 
with rural and culinary activities as well as his knowledge 
of Irish mythology, history and culture. This talk will trace

13.00

14.30

14.30

14.30
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the abundance of agricultural and culinary scenes in Heaney’s 
work and show how the foodstuffs and culinary techniques 
featured in his poetry reflect historic and contemporary 
Irish cuisine and culture as explained by food-historical and 
folkloristic research, giving his work a particularly Irish cultural 
signature. It will be presented by Anke Klitzing, lecturer on 
food and culture, literature and media at the Technological 
University Dublin, where she is currently undertaking PhD 
research into food in Irish literature.

FEAST WITH DEVIN O’SULLIVAN (Y5)
Eureka House
Tickets €10, Suitable for children 10+, parents welcome
Join Devin O’ Sullivan for a fun and immersive workshop 
taking you on a journey through a wide variety of 
sustainable, tasty foods. Come along and learn about 
Oysters, Mussels and different Seaweed as well as fizzy, 
fruity Kombucha, Sourdough Starters and finally some 
simple ways to reduce your food waste at home. Tasters 
are available throughout the workshop. Devin O’ Sullivan 
is a food provocateur and educator from West Clare. He is 
the founder of FEAST, a social enterprise improving food 
education in Ireland through innovative and engaging food 
workshops in 1st and 2nd level schools across the country.
2022 will see the publication of his first book ‘The Story 
Matters Most’ an in-depth exploration of the global food 
system and the food we eat. Featuring contributions and 
interviews from renowned chefs, farmers and scientists.

TALKING TO GHOSTS (7)
THE REVIVAL OF LOST IRISH WHISKEYS
Eureka House
Tickets €20, Includes 3 Whiskey Tastings
Join Michael Walsh, Head Distiller Boann Distillery, in 
conversation with Fionnan O’Connor, whiskey historian 
and author to taste through a flight of special Irish Vintage 
Mashbills. Boann Distillery have collaborated with author 
and leading whiskey historian, Fionnán O’Connor, to 
recreate and revive a series of historic Irish whiskey mash 
bills as part of his PhD in ‘The history and culinary potential 
of lost Irish mash bills’ with TUD (Technological University 
of Dublin). O’Connor is lauded as one of the foremost 
experts on the history of Single Pot Still whiskey. His book 
‘A Glass Apart’, published in October 2015, is recognised 
as the definitive guide to Irish Pot Still whiskey today. This 
unique project combines the traditional craft of whiskey 
distilling and its fascinating history of silent distilleries with 
modern technology to allow an unprecedented glimpse 
into the world of Irish whiskey history from the early 1800’s 
until the mid twentieth century. Now safely held in bond 
to mature, these historic Vintage Mashbills pay homage 
to those who have gone before us – the ghosts of Irish 
Whiskey history.

14.30

16.00
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KEVIN DUNDON SHOWCASING THE BEST 
OF IRISH (8)
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €10
Join one of Ireland’s best loved chefs for a cookery 
demonstration showcasing local Supervalu Food Academy 
produce. Kevin can usually be found busy at work in the 
Dunbrody House kitchen and cookery school. You will also 
find him gracing TV screens and chatting on Irish radio 
talking about all things to do with Irish Food. Kevin is an 
ambassador for the Supervalu Food Academy programme 
and is a huge supporter of locally sourced indigeous 
produce. Five days per week, Kevin presents on his own 
Instagram @kevindundon a mini show “kevin at 2pm”. A 
short cook-a-long for everyone where he shares simple 
recipes with interactive chats all along.

THE BUNNERY FAMILY COOK ALONG (Y6)
Online
Free but ticketed
Join Catriona from The Bunnery Online Cookery School 
for a fun cooking session the whole family can take part 
in right from the comfort of your own kitchen! In this 
fun interactive zoom class you will cook a delicious meal 
together live on Zoom. On the menu is Chicken Pie with 
a side dish of green vegetables and then everyone’s 
favourite Chocolate Fudge Cake for dessert. The 
ingredient list and Zoom link will be sent out 5 days in 
advance and you will receive a recording of the class and 
full recipes afterwards. Suitable for ages 6+ (younger 
children will need adult help).

IRISH RAW MILK CHEESE TASTING WITH 
KEVIN SHERIDAN (9)
Sheridan’s Cheesemongers
Tickets €20
Master Cheesemonger Kevin Sheridan will host a tasting of 
four of Ireland’s great raw milk farmhouse cheeses. He will 
give some history of Irish farmhouse cheese and discuss 
why raw milk makes the best cheeses. He will also discuss 
why raw milk cheese making has been under threat in Ireland 
and across the world. ‘’ Raw-milk cheese is more than a 
wonderful food; it is a deeply embedded expression of our 
finest traditions. It is both an art and a way of life. It is a culture, 
a heritage and a cherished landscape. And it is under threat of 
extinction. Under threat because the values it expresses are 
in opposition to the sanitation and homogenization of mass 
produced foods’’ - Slow Food Manifesto in Defense of Raw 
Milk Cheese. There will also be an opportunity to taste local 
cider and apple juice along with the cheeses.

16.00

16.00

16.30
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FROM IRISH ELK STEAK TO IMPORTED 
AVOCADO WITH CHRIS MURPHY (10)
THE COMEBACK OF THE STONE AGE 
HEALTH REGIME
Eureka House
Tickets €5
More than 10,000 years ago the Blackwater and Boyne 
Valleys became home to some of Ireland’s first post-Ice Age 
hunter-gatherers, with this locale inhabited from that time 
to this. Over the many millennia since those first few hardy 
pioneers, diet and lifestyle have changed dramatically, for 
better and worse; and yet, everything the hunter-gatherers 
ate is now available on a supermarket shelf, apart from 
the Giant Elk steak, long since extinct. As we face into the 
immense global challenges of growing populations, pollution 
and temperature rises, join world weary traveller and local 
historian Chris Murphy as he discusses the diet and lifestyle 
history of north Meath’s natives; looking at the subtle and 
sudden changes over the last ten millennia, when and why 
they happened, and why a growing number of people are 
today looking to our earliest forbearers for health advice.

SLANE ROCKS CELEBRATING 40 YEARS 
OF WHISKEY, ROCK & ROLL (11)
ALEX CONYNGHAM, SLANE CASTLE WITH 
JOHN MCKENNA
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €20
Alex Conyngham and John McKenna will delve into the 
story of forty years of Slane Concerts and how this shaped 
the creation of Slane Distillery. Enjoy a tasting of Slane 
Whiskey and a seasonal cocktail while John and Alex 
reflect on how and why the gigs started, highlights of the 
legendary shows over the years and how all this helped to 
shape the journey, twists and turns of bringing the vision for 
a new Irish whiskey brand and distillery to life.

SAMHAIN SUPPER (12)
LONG TABLE DINNER WITH IRELAND’S 
STUDENT CHEFS & MENTORS
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €75, (maximum bookings of 6 tickets with limited capacity)
The long table seasonal supper will celebrate the liminal 
time of Samhain with toasts, tales and tasting.  The menu 
will feature produce  from across the Boyne Valley created 
by student Chefs with their mentors applauding those who 
are setting out on their career paths as Chefs. There will 
also be some very special live entertainment throughout 
the evening. Ticket includes dinner, drinks & tales. Event will 
be run in line with Government Restrictions.

17.00

17.00

19.30
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GIRLEY BOG WALK WITH KATE FLOOD (13)
Girley Bog
Free but ticketed
A relaxing ramble through the peatland and woodland 
habitats of Girley Bog, discovering the flora, fauna, fungi 
and folklore of the bog. Meet at the Girley Bog Car Park off 
the N52 at 10.50 for 11am start. Walk will last two hours.

CLONMELLON MARKET (X2)
Clonmellon Town
Free - All Welcome
A unique country market in the picturesque town of 
Clonmellon. Soak up the atmosphere and meet the 
makers.

CHANGING THE LANDSCAPE OF BOOK 
PUBLISHING IN IRELAND (14)
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €5
Independent food writer Dee Laffan in conversation 
with the face behind Nine Bean Row Publishing Kristin 
Jensen and the Blasta Books Authors who are changing 
the landscape of cook book publishing in Ireland. Join 
publisher Kristin Jensen in conversation with;
Lily Ramirez-Foran, founder of Picado Mexican grocer.
Blasta Books #1: Tacos
Russell Alford and Patrick Hanlon, aka the GastroGays, 
multi award winning food and travel writers.
Blasta Books #2: Hot Fat
Jess Murphy proprietor of multi award winning restaurant 
Kai in Galway & high profile ambassador to UN Refugee 
Agency.
Eoin Cluskey, founder and owner of Bread 41, a specialist 
bakery and fermented food specialist eater.
Blasta Books #3: The United Nations of Cookies
Blasta Books are changing the way that cookbooks 
are published in order to make more room at the table. 
Traditional cookbooks – the kind with 100 recipes, 250 
pages and sumptuous styling and photography – are 
incredibly expensive to produce. What this often means 
is that only the most high-profile people and only the 
most mainstream topics or trends tend to get published. 
Many voices and many parts of our food culture in Ireland 
are just not being represented. Publisher Kristin Jensen 
was convinced that there had to be another way, one that 
enables more voices to be heard and more niches, topics 
and cuisines to be explored because there are two things 
that connect absolutely everyone: food and stories. Their 
books may be small, but our authors have big voices. 
blastabooks.com

11.00

11.00

12.00
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KILLUA CASTLE & DEERPARK WALK (X3)
Killua Castle & Deerpark
Free - no ticket required
The former residence of the Chapman family with links 
to T.E. Lawrence and Sir Walter Raleigh, the Sangines 
Krause family have for the last 15 years sympathetically 
returned the castle and farm to former glory and beyond 
with the incredible vision of creating a sustainable 
demesne. Enjoy a leisurely estate walk and observe the 
Game park producing Killua Castle Venison in season.

SAMHAIN SING-A-LONG BRUNCH (15)
BOOK MARKet Café
Tickets €20
Enjoy a glass of Prosecco on arrival, followed by a 
delicious Boyne Valley Flavours menu including Doherty’s 
Black pudding on sourdough with Sheridan’s onion 
marmalade,Kerrigans flat mushroom & Boyne Valley 
Blue Cheese just one of the dishes on the menu! All while 
listening to local musicians- the perfect Sunday Brunch. 

‘AND FOR MAINS’ WITH
GAZ SMITH & RICK HIGGINS (16)
Eureka House
Tickets €5
A butcher and a chef walk into a bar … and Dublin food 
history is made. ‘And for Mains’ is the brainchild of Gareth 
Smith and Rick Higgins, a chef and a butcher with a passion 
for food and an even bigger passion for life. This book was 
born out of a desire to share their knowledge, stories and 
recipes with the people who they know love all the same 
things that they do. Gaz and Rick have been firm friends 
and business partners ever since Gaz first sourced Rick’s 
steaks for his Dublin restaurant, Michael’s. Over the years 
they have made many a deal over a coin toss and come up 
with many a curveball for the restaurant over pints (cows’ 
lips, anyone?). In this, their first cookbook, they combine 
the recipes for meat feasts, seafood classics and a few of 
those curveballs that Gaz is renowned for with stories of 
the food scene in Ireland, from the inside scoop on Irish 
beef to the reality of crab fishing in the Irish Sea. Join Gaz 
and Rick with writer Nicola Brady and Patrick Hanlon and 
Russell Alford AKA Gastrogays as moderators as they chat 
about their new book and how it came to be.

12.00

12.00

13.30
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FERMENTING ACROSS CULTURES
- A CONVERSATION (17)
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €5
Jess Murphy, a high profile ambassador to UN Refugee 
Agency in conversation with Niamh McDonnell about Niamh’s 
project with a Mosney Direct Provision Centre group of ladies, 
exploring food fermentation from the perspective of their 
individual cultural cuisines. They are joined by the group and 
also by former DPC president Lye Ogunsanya, Co-Founder of 
House of Aki-na, CEO of Dídean
(non-profit alternative for current direct provision). The 
conversation shares insights into how the project has linked 
food fermentation, an ancient tradition of preserving food, 
to the idea of hospitality and sustainability in Ireland’s pre-
historical Fifth Province (Midhe); how this has created a lens 
through which the group could positively reflect on their 
cultures of food production and preservation in relation 
to the concerns about food and shelter, characterising 
today’s multicultural Ireland, against the backdrop of global 
environmental breakdown. With this food for thought, the 
audience are offered tastings of ferments produced in a 
workshop with the group at Rock Farm Slane, from vegetables 
grown on site. The project is a co-operation between Niamh 
McDonnell, Fifth Province Projects, and House of Aki-na.

MEET THE MILLER & BRUNCH AT 
TELTOWN HOUSE (18)
Martry Mill & Teltown House
Tickets €15
Immerse yourself into the food producing culture of the 
Boyne Valley with a visit to the historical Martry Mill, which 
has been grinding grain since 1641. The Miller himself 
James Tallon will give a fascinating insight into the culture 
of milling in Ireland with an opportunity to ‘mill and fill your 
own bag of stone ground flour. Following the tour take a 
short drive to the historic Teltown House, enjoy delicious 
Brunch including hot beverage of choice, smoked salmon 
on traditional brown bread using Martry whole meal flour, 
followed by a sweet treat. Also learn the fascinating history 
attached to Teltown House from proprietor Renee Clarke. 

CHRIS MURPHY IN THE SPIRIT OF 
SAMHAIN (19)
KELLS TOWN WALKING TOURS
Meet at Kells Garda Station
Tickets €5
Join local historian Chris Murphy for a walk around the 
spiritual sites of Kells on a journey to the otherworldly

13.30

14.00
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side of our history; from the Prehistoric sun worshipers, 
harvest festivals and human sacrifices, to Christian 
martyrs and holy wars, all of which have left their indelible 
mark upon our ancient landscape and local psyche. 
Unrivalled in heritage terms, the Boyne and Blackwater 
Valleys of north Meath boast an average of four prehistoric 
settlement and ceremonial sites for every square 
kilometre surveyed. At the heart of it all, known by many 
names across the ages, Kells itself was settled by some 
of Ireland’s first farmers 5,000 years ago. In that great 
expanse of time since, the soils of Kells have become the 
eternal resting place for over 200 generations, some with 
links as far away as Scandinavia and the Black Sea, and 
many with their own culture and belief systems. 

HOT MESS (20)
IRELAND’S AGRI SECTOR AND THE 
CLIMATE CRISIS WITH PHILIP BOUCHER 
HAYES
Eureka House
Tickets €8
RTE journalist and presenter Philip Boucher-Hayes chairs 
a discussion between activists, scientists, journalists and 
agriculturalists about how we chart a way forward.
Panellists will include: Thomas Duffy, Vice President of 
the European Council of young Farmers. Oisín Coughlan, 
Director of Friends of the Earth Ireland.

THE MAGIC OF TORTILLAS WITH
LILY FORAN-RAMERIZ (21)
Headfort Arms Hotel
Tickets €10
Lily Ramirez-Foran is the founder of Ireland’s Mexican 
boutique grocer and cookery school, Picado Mexican and 
she’s also the author behind the popular Mexican Food blog 
‘A Mexican Cook’.  She is also well known for her regular 
appearances on the Today Show & Ireland AM. In this 
session Lily wants you to experience the magic of tortillas! 
Mexicans have been making and eating Corn Tortillas for 
over 3500 years. Join us to learn how to make one of the 
simplest forms of flat bread in the world and hear the 
fascinating history around this simple and nutritious staple 
of Mexican cuisine.

LISTEN TO YOUR FOOD WITH THE COOL 
FOOD SCHOOL (Y7)
Eureka House
Tickets €5
Join us for a unique sensory journey into the sound of 
food! This fun, interactive food workshop will get your kids 

15.00

15.00
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thinking about food in a whole new way! Deirdre Doyle, 
owner of the award winning The Cool Food School, is a 
health coach, GMIT hotel graduate and mum of 3. She 
is  passionate about creating a better food environment 
for her children and yours through her fun, interactive 
approach to food education. She brings her innovative 
workshops to schools and events around the country like 
Taste of Dublin, Bloom and Savour Kilkenny.

FIRST WE EAT (22)
GUTH GAFA FILM
Eureka House
Tickets €5, Under 12’s go free
What happens when an ordinary family, living just south 
of the Arctic Circle, bans all grocery store food from their 
house for one year? Add three skeptical teenagers, one 
reluctant husband, no salt, no caffeine, no sugar and 
-40° temperatures. First We Eat celebrates the ingenuity, 
resourcefulness & knowledge of Northern Canadians and 
our relationship to the land through the food that we hunt, 
fish, gather, grow and raise in the North. By award winning 
film director, Suzanne Crocker who showcased her film 
“ All the Time in the World” at Guth Gafa Kells 2016. 
Sponsored by Kerrigan Mushrooms.

17.00
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A collaboration between 
SuperValu, Bord Bia and the 
Local Enterprise Offices (LEOs), 
the SuperValu Food Academy 
is a food business development 
programme that works with and nurtures 
businesses through their journey from start-up, to 
getting their products on our shelves and growing 
them into thriving businesses.

It supports 1,500 jobs in local communities 
nationwide, and all participants receive training in 
market research branding, social media, food safety, 
marketing, finance and business development.

Our producers are passionate & dedicated 
in bringing exceptional quality and innovation 
to consumers every day. Now more than ever, it is 
important to support our small Irish Food & Drink 
producers. These producers are the bedrock of 
sustainable food and drink production and SuperValu 
Food Academy is passionate about supporting 

these fantastic entrepreneurs.

If you are interested in joining 
the SuperValu Food Academy 

programme, please contact 
your Local Enterprise Office 
to apply.
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